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Comedian
Conway
returns
to campus
By Lisa Betbrtger
THE

BG News File PMo

CELEBRATING

DREAMS
The University will dedicate the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
this weekend and will introduce the
building to alumni and the community

STORY BY JENNIFER BRACKEN

Many worlds. Many dreams.
One place. The BowenThompson Student Union
will have its official grand opening and
dedication tomorrow. The festivities
will run tomorrow and Sunday. Among
tomorrows festivities are the Ribbon
Cutting Ceremony and a comedic performance by Tim Conway. A community open house will be held Sunday.
Although the Union has been open
for several months, the directors decided to wait until the building was completely finished. When the building initially opened, the full food court and a
few stores were not completed. For a
more effective dedication, directors
thought a completed Union would
make for a better event.
"We wanted to make sure the building was completely finished and the
food court was all open before we dedicated it," said Shannon Loar Tenney,
coordinator of donor relations in the
office of development.
Many of the donors will be present at
this dedication.
"Part of the reason we waited was due
to weather," said Gale Swanka, associate
director of the Union. "We wanted to
have decent weather for those who will

Spring Fest features
basketball, step show
By Kanshma Anik
THE BC NtWS

Today marks the first day of
the sixth annual Spring Fest,
which will showcase numerous
events open to the entire campus community. Two parties, an
African-American Greek Step
Show, a barbecue and The
Harlem Wizards are the events
slated for this weekend.
"Our main goal is to give
minority students an event to
celebrate their heritage and also
promote unity of the entire campus community," said Christine
Walker, co-chair of Spring Fest.
The Spring Fest was initially
organized to provide African
American students with an
event to promote unity and celebration of their cultural heritage.
The event also works as a way to
bring prospective high school
minority students to campus.
The African American Greek
Step Show is a perfect example

of the way Spring Fest celebrates
African American students' history.
"The Step Show showcases
historical black fraternities and
sororities, focusing on the Delta
Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma,
Alpha Phi and Zeta Phi Beta
Houses," Walker said.
The Step Show also encourages all Greek houses to come
together to experience African
American Greek life.
In addition, there will he a
party on Friday and Saturday, as
well as a barbecue to which all
students are encouraged to
attend.
"On Friday, we will have a
party in the Eppler Gym, and on
Saturday, we will have a party in
Olscamp 101.We will also havea
barbecue on Saturday between
the Delta Sigma Theta House
and the Zeta Phi Beta House,"
Walker said.
One of the biggest events of

be traveling to attend."
The activities will 4ake place over the
whole weekend. Tickets must be purchased to attend Tomorrow's festivities;
however, Sundays activates are open to
the public.
"The intention of this weekend is to
do something each day for the community," Swanka said. "We will have something for student representation, the
donors and everyone in the communityTomorrow's activities will kick off with
the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony at 6 p.m.
in the atrium on the first floor. The
speakers consist of Master of
Ceremonies Icon Bibb; Ed Whipple,
vice president of student affairs; Mayor
John Quinn; and President Sidney
Ribcau. Also present will be David
Bryan, chair of the board of trustees;
Larry Miles, chair of BGSU Foundation
Board; Jonathan Bragg, former
Undergraduate Student Government
president; Cheri Copeland-Shull, vice
chair of alumni; and loe Skariah,
Graduate Student Senate president.
The remainder of the night will be
filled with music, dancers and various

ec NEWS

"With fond memories and a
'D' average."
Those words are on comedian/actor Tun Conway's wall tile
in the Student Union.
Tomorrow night, the 1956
University graduate will return
to campus as part of the formal
dedication of the Union.
According to Gale Swanka,
senior associate director for the
Union, this is not the first time
that Conway has played a role
in the Union's progress. He
appeared in the closing video
that aired when the Union
closed in 1999. In that video, he
talked about the Falcon's Nest
and the memories that he had
there. "He has been very supportive of
this proj e c t , "
Swanka
said.
"He's
very excited," said
Shannon
Loar
TIM CONWAY
Tenney,
coordinator of Donor Relations
for the Alumni Association. She
also added that Conway incorporated this appearance into
his travel schedule.
Conway, who has won several Emmy awards for his work, is
best known for his role on "The
Carol Burnett Show" and for
the "Dorf' movie series. He has
also appeared in "Speed 2,"
"Cannonball Run II," "The
Apple Dumpling Gang Rides
Again," and "Air Bud: Golden
Receiver." Animation fans may
know Conway from his work on
"Spongebob Squarepants" and
the TV version of Disney's
"Hercules."
"It means a great deal to the
University to have an Emmywinning alumni come back,"
said Marcia Latta. associate vice
president for development,
latta also added that Conway is
appearing on campus for free.
As a student, Conway had a
radio comedy show that was
broadcast from the Falcon's
Nest. "He's coming back to

UNION. PAGE 2

CONWAY, PAGE 2

CAR SHOW

SPRING FEST EVENTS
PARTY: Tickets cost $5 before
11 p.m. The event will be in the
Eppler Gym tonight.
BARBECUE: Tickets cost $2. It
will be held between the Zeta
Phi Beta House and the Delta
Sigma Theta House tomorrow.
HARLEM WIZARDS: Tickets cost
$10. It will be held at 7 p.m. in
Anderson Arena tomorrow.
STEP SHOW: Tickets cost $10. It
will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m.
in Olscamp.

the weekend will be the arrival of
The Harlem Wizards tomorrow,
a professional entertainment
basketball team. The Harlem
Wizards showcase talents such
as amazing ball handling, slam
SPRING FEST, PAGE 2

CrmClltonJBGNem
NO-PRESSURE VIEWING: University students look at cars from local dealerships at a car show outside
the Education Building yesterday and Wednesday. The dealerships with cars on display were FordNissan, Lincoln-Mercury Jeep, University Honda and Dick Wilson Pontiac!
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DEHACHI
RECEIVES
■ CHARTER

Union hosts open house
UNION, FROM PAGE 1

entertainment. Entertainment
includes casino games and
sports games. Authors David
Fleitz and Dr. Jim Albert will be
present at the University
Bookstore to discuss their books.
Other activities include a student
organizations open house, psychic readings, commemorative
photos, computer demonstrations and bowling pins painted
by art students.
There will also be a feature
comedic performance by Tim

PERMANENTLY ESTABLISHED:
Delta Chi, which began on campus in 1998, received its charter
Saturday, April 20, from
International President Bill
Williams. The charter means that
Delta Chi has a permanent chapter on the University campus. At
right, Williams signs the charter.
Pteto Provided

Conway
showcase
for Union

Harlem
Wizards
to play at
Arena

CONWAY. FROM PAGE 1

SPRING FEST, FROM PAGE 1

dunks and other choreographed moves.
Students and faculty from
the campus community will be
playing against The Harlem
Wizards. Ion Bragg, last year's
USG president, and former
Falcon basketball player Keith
Mcleod are among those who
may be playing against the
Wizards
The tickets for many of the
events can be bought at the
door. The parties today and
Saturday will be S5 before 11
p.m. The barbecue tomorrow
will cost between SI-2. The
Harlem Wizards show tomorrow will take place at Anderson
Arena at 7 p.m., and tickets will
cost $10. The Step Show .which
will occur tomorrow in
Olscamp at 7 p.m., will cost $10.

where it all started," latta said.
Conway's stand-up performance will not be the only
highlight on Saturday night.
According to Tenney, the blacktie event will also feature recitals
showcasing student talent.
Many attending tomorrow's
event will be alumni. "I also
think it's a really exciting event
for alumni to rally around,"
I .iti,i said. She also said alumni
were coming from all over the
country, including states like
New York California and Texas.
The event is also another
showcase for the new Union,
which has been a success,
Swanka said. When it came to
the number of students using
the facility, Swanka said, "We've
seen that just go up and up as
the semester goes on."
Latta said that she would like
to see visiting alumni walk away
with a sense of pride in the
University. She also hoped that
alumni would see that "what
was a strong University in their
time is even better today."

Feller makes pitch
to restore old park
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the large presentation held in
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. During
this presentation, there will be
project leaders recognition,
donor recognition, student
thank yous, collegiate chorale,
the unveiling of a portrait of the
Thompsons, remarks by Bob
and Ellen Thompson, and the
alma mater.
On Sunday, the Union will be
hosting a community open
house. Students, staff, faculty
and community members are
encouraged to come

Conway. Conway is a 1956
University graduate. He is an
accomplished star who started
his career here as a radio personality on WWBG's "Sunny Side
Up." His 40-year career includes
five Emmy Awards for excellence
in television. Tickets for his performance are sold out
Bibb, master of ceremonies, is
a University graduate and member of the University Board of
Trustees. He is currently a news
anchor for WEWS-TV5 in
Cleveland. He will be a part of
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Associated Press Photo

NEW PITCH: Cleveland Indians Hall of Fame pitcher Bob Feller,
second from left, points to drawings of a proposed renovation of
League Park in Cleveland with Mayor Jane Campbell, left, and
architect Paul Volpe.

ASSOCIATED PRCSS WRITER

CLEVELAND — Hall of Famer
Bob Feller was in his zone, looking out over the League Park outfield grass, pitching yams about
Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and Hank
Greenberg.
"It was 415 (feet) to these wooden bleachers here," Feller said
yesterday as he compared the
remnants of the former home of
the Cleveland Indians to historic
photos.
He rattled off dimensions
around the outfield fence and
showed where he walked up the
dugout runway to pitch his first
major-league game in 1936.
Feller, 83, who won 266 games
in an 18-season career interrupted by World War II service,
returned to the scene of his earliest successes to endorse the renovation of League Park into a living
sports museum.
"I think lliis is a grrat idea," he
told Mayor Jane Campbell, who
was bom in 1953, four years
before Feller retired.
Campbell, who took office Jan.
7 and impressed Indians fans
with a solid ceremonial first pitch
at Cleveland's home opener, said
she was anxious to eet Feller

involved in the project.
"He makes it real," Campbell
said. "He's really excited. That
gives people a sense of who we're
really talking about."
Campbell said the 18-month,
$25 million project heavy on
baseball nostalgia and Hough
inner-city neighborhood pride
would be financed with private
funds, including corporate grants.
As envisioned, the League Park
field would be rebuilt to its original configuration, up to 4,000
seats would be installed and the
comer building would be renovated into a mini-museum. Youth
leagues would use the park
All that remains of League Park
are several youth baseball diamonds, a comer building that
housed the ticket office and part
of the 90-foot brick "Great Wall"
that ran along the first base side of
the stadium and has since been
shortened to 40 feet.
Cy Young threw the first pitch
— a strike — at League Park on
May 1, 1891, and Ruth hit his
500th home run over the right
field wall in 1929. The boy who
returned the home run ball got
$20, an autographed ball and in
invitation to Yankee Stadium.

2 BEDROOMS
FOR ONLY $500!

NFILS
...Congratulations on
finding the job!

IF YOU MOVE-IN BEFORE MAY

15, 2002

I EATl RES INCLUDE HIE FOLLOWING:
• Minutes to BGS1
• Air conditioning

Happy Graduation
Mikey!...

• New kitchens with brand new
appliances in. hilling dishwa-shcrs
• Highspeed Internet access
• Heal Included
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking'carports available
• Serene, park like setting
• Convenient location, cas\ access to
I ""S. Highway 2S and Route 6
• Service Express Maintenance
Guarantee Program

You are finally
engaged...

" w/ coupon

300 Napoleon Itoacl in IJowlinp, (iixvn

You're the Best friend I couCd
ever Have. I can't wait to
marry you.

(419) 352-6335
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TOUR ONLINE @
VILLAGEGREEN.COM

Time is Running Out

I love you %firen.

AMI ffWU ®8(sll?(M)UUil

w/coupon
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It's your last chance to publicly recognize or
embarass your friends! May 7th is the final
BG News of the 2001/2002 school year!

If

«309 High Street

• 824 Sixth Street

^

.801 Fifth Street
•320 Elm Street

• 709 Fifth Street
• 520 E. Reed Street

• 803 Fifth Street

BG News • 204 West Hall • 372-6977 • Busarable
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NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main
352-5620
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Annan to meet with Iraqi foreign minister
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan will meet Iraq's foreign minister in early
May for talks expected to focus on the return of U.N.
weapons inspectors to the oil-rich Middle East nation,
a U.N. spokesman said Tuesday. The talks had been
set for mid-April but Iraq sought a delay, saying it didn't want to distract attention from the crisis in the
Middle East.

WORLD

Russian rocket lifts
second space tourist
By Mara D. Bellaby
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan —The
world's second space tourist
soared into orbit yesterday on a
Russian rocket, overcoming lastminute jitters as he embarked on
a $20 million ride to the
International Space Station.
Mark Shuttleworth's native
South Africa watched the blastoff
live and cheered the first African
to reach the cosmos. His family
collapsed in an embrace of exuberant tears on the Central Asian
launchpad where the Soviet
Union inaugurated the space
race.
In a blast of heat and orange
fire, the Soyuz TM-34 rocket took
off from Kazakhstan's Baikonur
launchpad,
carrying
Shuttleworth, a 28-year-old
Internet magnate, Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gidzenko and Italian
Air Force pilot Roberto Vittori on a
10-day mission.
Rousing applause rose from the
launchpad and mission control
outside Moscow when officials
announced the rocket had
reached orbit about eight minutes
later. The 161-foot Soyuz is
expected to dock with the international station on Saturday morning.
"Everything was fine. The crew
is feeling fine,'' Vladimir Solovyov.
chief of flights to the Russian segment of the international station,
told reporters at mission control

Associated Press Photo
TRAIL BLAZER: Antonia Perez poses in front of the San Felipe Ecatepec Church in Chiapas, Mexico
last Thursday. Perez is a rarity, one of the first-ever woman "municipal agents" in Chiapas. The 27year-old Tzotzil Indian heads San Felipe's unofficial local council.

Community defies tradition
Mexican Indian
community picks a
woman to head its
government
ByWillWeissert
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo
UP UP AND AWAY: South African internet tycoon Mark
Shuttleworth. the world's second space tourist, waves before he
blasts off in a Russian Soyuz rocket from the Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan yesterday. Shuttleworth is paying the Russian
space program $20 million for the 10-day trip.

SAN FELIPE ECATEPEC,
Mexico—They start gathering at
dawn. Men in sweat-stained
cowboy hats and mud-caked
boots stand next to women in
Indian skirts and smocks handwoven in subde mixes of blue,
red, green and yellow.
Most arrive with sharp if rustdoned machetes hooked to their
belts. But Antonia Perez faces die
daily crowd armed only with a

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!

at

leases available for 2002-2003

Foi Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
M residents receive a membership
to Cherrywood Health Spa!

314 1/2 E. Evers; One bedroom
unfurnished upper duplex.
Great location with a pleasant
yard. Spacious room. Resident
pays gas & electric. FREE WATER
& SEWER. $385.00 per month for|
a 12 month lease.

219 S. Summit: Two bedroom
unfurnished house. Nice size
yard. Located in a residential
area. Resident pays utilities.
S585.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

GREENBRIAR
FALL 2002 LEASING
Field Manor Apartments
'Ti

XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ
Semester

Uhi Umega spring Formal
Apni 25th, 2002

Leases
Available

Campbell Hill
Apartments
(308,314,318,324,326,
328 & 330 Campbell hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, Dishwashers, garbage disposals
• Rent from S77S-oo/mo.

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 &
451 Frazee Ave.)
•3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves • ¥0 tAST WOOSTEI ST. •
• Rent from J8oo.oo/mo.
352~07l7

HOURS:

GREENBRIAR, INC.

3 5 2 - 5 ft 2 (I

Kintals

(519 Leroy Ave. 542 & 560 Frazee Ave)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
• Dishwashers and garbage disposals
Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Rent from ^625.00/mo.
(818 Thurstin, 624, 670 & 656 Frazee Ave)
Mercer Manor
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
Apartments
• Dishwashers and garbage disposals
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• Rent from $625.00^110.
• 3 Bedroom

Heinz Apartments

332 S. Main St.

NHWIPVE

New
Lower
Prices

• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace
•Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from $750.00/1710.

Rentals

(02 N. Grove St. #EFF:
Jnfurnished efficiency. Entry
jrer. Plenty storage space.
>cated in a part of a house.
Resident pays all utilities.
5335.00 per month for a 12
>nth lease.

2£

A single mother who makes
no salary, she relies on donations
from neighbors to feed and
clothe herself and her 9-year-old
son. "In our traditions, that is not
a position where one usually
finds a woman," she said.
Her office is a former servant's
bathroom inside a tumbledown
mansion that once belonged to a
state governor but now serves as
the headquarters of the proZapatista council in San Felipe.
Elected in February by the
council, Perez arrives for wnrt M
b am. every day. She holds a second round of office hours in the
afternoon, setting up shop in a
sagging gazebo in a trash-strewn
park across the street.

NEWIWE

202 N. Grove St. #A: One bedroom unfurnished apartment in
a house. Entry foyer. Close to
City Park, downtown and
campus. Resident pays all
utilities. S395.00 per month for
a 12 month lease.

Indoor heated swimming pool.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool complete
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities.

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fn. 8-12,1-4:30
Wow Open Saturday 10-2

spiral notebook and a navy-blue
backpack crammed with folders
and complaint forms.
Perez is a rarity — one of the
first-ever female "municipal
agents" in Chiapas, Mexico's
southernmost state. The 27year-old Tzotzil Indian heads
San Felipe's unofficial local
council, which is sympathetic to
the Zapatista rebels and operates
independently of the legal
authorities in this country's governmental system.
Her job description includes
rho riuiii's nf a insrire of the
peace, marriage counselor,
notary public and sheriff.
"I watch over the community. 1
am vigilant in a way that those
from the outside cannot understand," she said.

Mon- Frl
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am- ipm

UNITS GOING FASTI

LeslleBartllng
Melissa King
Katie Yogt
Sara Kozlowskl
Julie terllman
Amanda rry
AlyssaPeck
Jenny Lavander
Cmlly Uacust
Courtney White
Alia Howard
Anne Suntala
Decky Kotxerman
Adrlenne Dancsak
Lesley Droshes
bvln tverman
/leather Dates
Jody Halner
Emily Hoogeveen
Cmlly Laurie
Mandl Mortimer
Kelly McCarthy
Lindsey Swim

Mike Dillon
Jim jLachrlch
Jim Kress
Ben Ewlng
Mike Schutte
Brad MuckenthalefAj^
Dryan Schneider^>
t\ob Simpson
Chris Owens
Rob Zlysak
Drlan Steph
Brett Benedict
Mike Duggan
Jim Stnrer
Drlan Stephey
Greg RliTel
Iravis Jhoma
Jay Ellis
Kerry Kemp
Scott Williams
ScOft Slovetko
Dave Hllderbrandt
Jason Moss

Amy Volz
Chris McAfee
McKenzle Millet
I odd Chambers
Ullvia Harvey
1 y roust
Lauren Huey
Den Apgar
Ueanne Urlanl
Jason rresby
Kelly /Vorcross
Justin Lmsch
Candlce rlsher
Steven rodraza
Iami rrank
lony rennlngton
Jamie rlno
Mike Cordarelll
a Dmmmerlln Andy Conley
ficla tXumsey
t\yan Jolone
Krlsta Lambardo Dryan Sution
Christine Hutchens Nick Hitter
Kelly Druckenmiller Jill Dennett
Chelsea Kennedy Jeff Thlel
Becka Chahulskl Nate Gill
Sara Saefkow
trevor Heller
Katie Kaiser
Evan Shlnasl
Mike Cassandra
Jana Cardinal
Alicia Jones
Joe Stout
Jessica Ahlschlager Joe Skariar
Lisa Cartlnal
Dave Wlndell
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OPINION

"I don't think we should change public
policy every time someone is upset."
Enoch, Utah Mayor Patrick Franks, on the city's use of a
Dodge pickup's exhaust fumes to euthanize stray animals

U-WIR£|l'.\l\'l-:i{SITV()l;AI\KA.\S.\S

Jury should choose in death case
As of August 2000, the
Arkansas Department of
Corrections reported 40
men on Death Row who are
awaiting their fate at the
Maximum Security Unit at
Tucker. They all were sentenced
to death by a jury of their peers
— not a judge.
The death penalty can seem to
be a simple decision, but any
conclusion that ends with the
death of a human is complicat-

ed. The death penalty is justified,
a necessary facet of the judicial
system. But the method of concluding capital punishment is in
question. Who decides it is justifiable to Dip the switch, inject the
venom, snuff out a life was
addressed Monday by the
Supreme Court. The court will
make a decision by summer in
the case of Timothy Stuart Ring,
convicted eight years ago of
killing an armored car driver

during a robbery, that could
affect the death sentence in nine
states. The case hinges on Ring's
constitutional right to a jury trial.
In Arizona and in eight other
states, the jury only decides guilt
and innocence. The death sentence is left to only one person
— the judge. A jury trial should
mean the jury makes the decision concerning the death
penalty.
"The basic constitutional prin-

ciple ... that before you're handed over to the state, for the state
to impose whatever punishment
it can, that a jury of your peers is
afforded to you," Ring's lawyer
said.
Capital punishment is practiced in 38 states. Nine states
allow a judge to determine the
death penalty, two states use
panel of judges for sentencing
and juries make a recommendation in four states. In Arkansas,

convicts are fortunate enough to
be sentenced to their fate by a
jury of peers and not a single
judge or panel of judges.
According to an article by The
Associated Press, "The issue in
Ring's case is whether a judge
alone can determine the aggravating factor, such as the
heinous nature of a murder or
whether it was committed for
monetary gain necessary in
some stales for a death sen-

tence." Clearly, a judge is capable!
of making such determinations
but should not. The right to a
jury trial should not be terminated with conviction.
A defendant's constitutional
right to a trial by a jury should
and must include capital punishment. While judges are given
tremendous responsibility, there
is no justification for denying
defendants judgment by their
peers.

War on drugs wastes money PEOPLE The real world is
ON THE STREET
pure fantasy

JONATHAN
JONES

Texas A&M University
U-Wire Column
The United States has conducted an expensive and largely
futile war against illegal drugs for
decades. Yet. these substances,
despite a massive effort to combat them on the streets and
along the borders, still are readily
available. There is simply too
much demand in this lucrative
market Some drugs, such as
cocaine and heroin, are probably
too dangerous for the government to indirectly endorse
through legalization. However, a
smoke of hypocrisy surrounds
the continued criminalization of
marijuana. It should be legalized
and regulated just like another
harmful substance to society and
the individual: alcohol.
The U.S. government again
would have to prohibit alcohol to
maintain any shred of consistency. This realization finally is getting to the mainstream of
America's politicians New York
City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
now prominently is featured in
an ad by the National
Organization for the Refonn of
Marijuana Laws because of a
quote he said last summer as a
candidate. Asked if he had ever
smoked pot, Bloomberg replied,
"You bet 1 did. And I liked it." In

his city alone, more than 52,000
people were arrested for possession last year, up from 720 people 10 years ago. Nationwide,
735,000 people were arrested for
breaking marijuana laws in 2000.
That is a lot of arrests for nonviolent offenders who pose little
or no harm to others.
Prison overcrowding is a problem in America. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Justice statistics,
40 states were under court order
to end overcrowding in 1994.
Two years later, the federal
prison system was operating at
25 percent over capacity, while
state prisons were running at 16
to 24 percent over capacity.
Overcrowding strains budgets,
which negatively impacts job
training, education and drug
treatment The result, unfortunately, is high recidivism. The
Bureau of lushce calculated that
37,500 federal, state and local
inmates were imprisoned for
cannabis violations in 1998, a
majority for possession alone. At
an average cost of $20,000 a year,
the government spent $750 million to incarcerate these offenders. The effort to stop individuals
from using a product hardly any
more harmful than alcohol costs
taxpayers billions annually.
An individual inclined to
escape reality through substance
abuse will find a way to do so.
Alcohol addiction, all too common in the United States and
elsewhere, is particularly danger-

ous because it often leads to
aggressive behavior where individuals ignore their altered states
and attempt to perform tasks as
if sober. Generally, this is simply
not the case with marijuana. It is
a shame that ignorance or fear of
political consequences hinder a
national debate about the merits
of regulating marijuana. A1999
Gallup Poll found that 73 percent
of Americans favored legalization for medicinal purposes. The
Marijuana Policy Project estimates that the war on marijuana
costs taxpayers $9.2 billion
annually. Even the government
can find better ways to spend
that money.
The policy of policing adults at
leisure if they who are not driving or operating heavy machinery is as barren of results as it is
rich in irony. The same government that permits Americans to
soften the edges of modem life
through alcohol, cigarettes and a
variety of prescription drugs,
most of which are more harmful
and addictive than marijuana,
should end this double standard.
At the same time, legality should
not imply approval. The use of
drugs usually leads to serious
negative consequences. But as
long as humans continue to be
imperfect creatures, there will be
drugs. A little time and money
saving consistency, however, is a
good start to honestly addressing
the massive failure of America's
war on drugs.

How stupid are People
on the Street questions?

Guest Column

MIKE
HUNSUCKER
JUNIOR

7 only look at it to see
if the girls are hot."

SHANNON LEE
JUNIOR

"Quit looking at me,
Mike?

Freedom just another word
AYANNA
HUMPHREY
Guest Column
First of all, let me say that this
opinion column does not mean
that I am in any way sympathetic
to the terrorists or anything they
do. Personally, I think Bin Laden
and all his people and sympathizers need to be drug out into
the street and shot. Having said
that, 1 am about to become militant: 1 need to make some comments on some observations I
have had since that horrible day
seven months ago. Since the
WTC came down and the
Pentagon was partially
destroyed, I have constantly
heard the term "freedom" being
pressed. The entire war on terrorism and Bin Laden and his
followers/harborers has been for
the purpose of protecting our
beautiful American freedom. In
thinking about this so-called

freedom, it occurs to me what a
bit of a crock of bull it is. The preamble to the Constitution guarantees us "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness." This is the
same country that, before this
constitution was even written,
was enslaving people left and
right and, after it was written,
wrote up an amendment stating
black people were only 3/5 of a
person (these two things must
be the "liberty" part). This is also
the same country that would not
even allow women to vote until
less than 100 years ago. Further,
this is the same country whose
government is trying to pass laws
that tell women whether and
when they can have babies (the
abortion thing—this must also
be the "liberty" part). Lastly, this
is the same country that tells
gays, lesbians and transsexuals,
etc., that they cannot be legally
married (this must be the "liberty and pursuit of happiness"
pan). It seems to me, considering all of this, that the only way

everyone — particularly nonwhite-Christian-straight people
— are allowed the "life, liberty,
and pursuit of happiness" bit is if
it does not upset the masses. In
other words, these people are
only free if the majority agrees
with it This freedom ideology we
are spreading around, then, is a
crock of bulls—. Freedom isn't
supposed to depend on a vote of
who gets it and who doesn't. If
our government is going to sit
there and preach and shout to
the world on CNN and MSNBC
about "Operation Enduring
Freedom" and "protecting our
freedom" and the whole kit-'nkaboodle, maybe they should
start dispensing that so-called
freedom to everyone in this
country who, by law, is supposed
to get it If the government can't
do that, maybe they need to
destroy our current constitution
and write up one they can actually adhere to without looking
like hypocrites.
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JOSEPH
KANE

HEATHER LANG
SOPHOMORE

"I think this is the
stupidest question
yet."

DENISE BOWERS
SOPHOMORE

"I couldn't care less."

Now, Chris Kelbley wrote
what I considered to be a substandard column in
Wednesday's edition of The BG
News. It was just poorly written, lacking any evidence of
well-structured thought. While
he sufficiently brought across
his views on pro-activism in an
column titled, "Going back to
the real world," he couldn't give
a good example of what the
"real world" is. So I felt it my
duty to explain to all of you
readers, left scratching your
heads by Kelbley's article,
exactly what he is talking
about.
Well for one, the real world is
a really nice place: Every house
comes with green grass and a
basketball hoop in the front
yard. There's no such thing as a
single parent household in the
real world either because
divorce and sex without a condom aren't things that happen
there. Neither does rape — forget about it. The real world is a
place with three car garages,
hands-free cell phones and
"sweet sixteen" birthday parties. Nobody does drugs in the
real world and nobody drinks
(except for the occasional bubbly on New Year's), and nobody
even smokes cigarettes.
Most importantly, in the real
world, no one gets underhanded, because minorities, homosexuals, papists and liberal
women don't exist in the real
world. They're just figments of
our imagination created by
television, I guess.
Every morning a family in
the real world eats breakfast
together. As they eat the meal
that Mom slaved over while
Dad was in the office, they talk
about school, work and the
American way. Dad has some
upper management level position at the local prestigious
place of employment; Mom
packs "I love you" notes in his
lunches. Every night, before
bed, Mom and Dad pray
together: they thank God for
their children, for their wonderful sex life and for allowing
them to live in the real world.
But, you know, the real world
has another name: upper-middle class, white suburbia Now,
I know that 1 have been face-
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tious. I've been terribly satirical
in the above paragraphs, but in
reading "Going back to the real
world," I don't doubt that Mr.
Kelbley lives in a similar world.
Now, this place, this lifestyle
that Kelbley is indigenous to, is
without a doubt very real to
him. Kelbley's real world is very
much a place where you don't
have to listen to people complain about"... why they think
life is unfair." But to be honest
with Chris, I think that he has a
■very shallow understanding
about why the majority of this
world is pissed off for one reason or another.
lust to prove my point, Chris,
people don't have to think life's
unfair, life is unfair, it's a general truism that maybe life in the
"real world" excludes. I totally
concede to his main argument,
though; I, too, get very fed up
with all the bleeding-heart liberals crying around this campus, but the difference
between Kelbley and me is that1 respect them. While they
',
bother me, I tolerate them and ;
feel that this would be a tragic .
world if one was not allowed to;
assemble and march for aspi- i
rations which he/she perceives:
to be noble. 1 like to think that •
the environment that I was
!
raised in instilled some sense J
of empathy in me that allows i
me to recognize the general
plight of man. I know that
these people with chants and j
signs are not upset over trivial
matters and should never be
dismissed on the basis that
they annoy me. That would
just be inhuman.
If Chris wants to shrug them
off, chants and signs and all,
and tell himself that they're
diluted or that "nobody cares," .
I'm going to be the first person
to tell him that he's a liar. The
history of man can be accumulated to one foot stepping on
another and so on, all the while
inventing new chants and new
reasons for demonstratioa It is
to be just plain blind to think
that they have no reason to be
taken seriously. Lastly, Chris
Kelbley, as I said, I'm sure that
your "real world" is very much
a reality to you, but I have to
tell you that a place where you
don't have to listen to people
complain, where there is no
strife, no desperation is a fantasy world to me. I find it infinitely sad that one who writes a
column for a daily newspaper
has such little respect for public expression.
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FBI runs recruiting ads on the radio

www.bgnews.com/nation

MIAMI (AP) —This radio traffic report is brought to
you by the FBI. Since Monday, the bureau has been
running recruiting ads on the radio in Philadelphia,
Houston, Atlanta, Washingtoa Miami, Chicago, New
York and Los Angeles. In Florida, a 10-second ad for
the federal government's chief law enforcement
agency is sandwiched between the latest sports news
and an update on rush-hour traffic,
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Gty dwellers turn
to car sharing

iftamnn

By Karen Gaudettt
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

COLLAPSE: Injured men sit on a curb as they get medical attention after an explosion in New York yesterday. More than three dozen
people were injured when part of a building collapsed following a possible explosion in the Chelsea section of Manhattan.

New York building explodes
Dozens injured after
a possible explosion
caused a New York
building to collapse.
By Larry McShane
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

NEW YORK — An explosion
rocked a 10-story commercial
building yesterday, spraying
glass and rubble across a quiet
block and injuring up to 50 people, authorities said.
"It was a giant boom — a real
giant boom," said neighborhood
resident Bill lieek. who lives a
half-block away. "It sounded like
an airplane crashing."

Several victims, at least three
in serious condition, were taken
to four Manhattan hospitals for
treatment. One hospital, St.
Vincent's, said it was treating
eight patients, six of whom were
critically injured. Other victims,
bloody and bandaged, sat on
curbs waiting for transportation.
A preliminary injury total
stood at 50, said police
spokesman Michael 0'I.ooney. A
tally of hospitals showed at least
20 people were taken to four of
them; other people were treated
at the scene.
Plumbers were working on the
boiler in the commercial building at 121 W. 19th St. at the time
of the 11:30 a.m. blast, but it was
unclear if that was the cause of

the explosion.

Windows along the block were
blown out by the force of the
blast, and several of the injured
were hit by flying glass. The
facade of the building was blown
off; it was unclear how much of
the building's interior had collapsed.
Scon liemilla, a student at the
nearby Apex Technical School,
said he was inside the building
when it began shaking.
"They told us to rush out of the
building," he said. "There was
like an explosion... and I ran out'
of there."
Law enforcement officials said
did not appear to be an act of terrorism.
"It was just a really loud noise,"

said Stuart Markowitz, who runs
the technical school's education
department. "Some of our windows did get blown out."
All students were safely evacuated, he said. Initial reports that
the explosion took place inside
the school itself were not true, he
said.
Sid Dinsay, a spokesman for
the city Office of Emergency
Management, said the building
housed commercial tenants
including a sign company.
Power was cut off to two buildings on the block at the request
of the Fire Department, and officials asked for voluntary evacuationoftherestofthe street.
More than 100 firefighters
were called to the scene.

SAN FRANCISCO — Kyle
Minor doesn't usually need a car
in his bustling neighborhood,
where it's a cinch to find a bus.
cab or train. But mass transit
doesn't always cut it for those
grocery runs and weekend road
trips to Napa Valley.
So Minor signed up for a carsharing service, joining thousands of Americans who need a
set of wheels from time to time
but are leery about shelling out
money for car payments, fuel
and insurance.
"I think it's fantastic," said
Minor, who works in the city's
opera box office and has gone
earless for four years. "We've
been extremely happy and we've
used the cars to go all over
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the placc."
Car sharing services operate
in several cities, including New
York,
San
Francisco,
Washington, Bos'on, Seattle,
Chicago and Boulder, Cola The
concept has grown in popularity,
prompting car sharing groups to
add more vehicles and expand
into new cities. They've gonen
help from federal transportation
grants, seed money from eager
communities and city-subsidized parking spots.
Members of City Carshare in
San Francisco pay $30 to join
and put down a $300 deposit in
case of damage to the car. When
they need to take a drive, they
spend $3.50 per hour—no more
than $35 per day—plus 37 cents
per mile. The cost of gas is
included.
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SHARE A RIDE: Barbara King loads a saddle in the back of her
shared car Thursday, April 11, in San Francisco. King a registered
nurse visiting from London decided sharing a car would be a
practical solution to her transportation problems.
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JUMP IN LINE
J o i n t h e N e w I o v e F a m i I y!

•Undergraduate Housing!
•Graduate & Professional Housing!
•No Parental Guarantee!
•Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of
our 2002-2003 Housing Guides and
we will go through the brochure with
you to find you the ideal home!
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NORMAN: IT'S JOE ALLS AND ROBERT REDD IN THE HOT SEAT. PAGE 7
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EMERGING FROM
THE
PACK
Meyer looks for new leaders ta step forwar
**W

By Hick Hum
THE IC HEWS

The Urban Meyer premier is over. The 8-3
turnaround is old news.
Even four senior members of
the Bowling Green starting
defense are far away at NFL
camps. Where does this leave
the Falcons just a day before
their annual spring game?
The first concern for the
Falcons is slaying al a championship-caliber level. While the
Falcons did go 8-3, there were
no trophies or bowl bids to show
for it.
"We had a good season last

'.

year," Meyer said. "We don't
have anything to show for it,
though, which separated us
from having a great season."
What could separate another
good from a great season will
depend on who is willing to step
up and lead the team. At this
point, Meyer said he does not
have enough players on the
team doing this. The Falcons are
filled with talent, and Meyer said
that many of the vacant positions left by the seniors are
being filled with players like
Mitch Hewitt and lineback in
place of Khary' Campbell and
Charles Sharon at wide receiver

in place of David Bautista. But
the month and a half of practice
outside this spring has yet to
show the emergence of leaders
that became prevalent last year
in seniors like Brandon Hicks,
Ryan Wingrove and Campbell.
"This is not a senior team like
it was last season," Meyer said.
"We will have to lean on some
younger guys. I've seen some
very good teams that have been
lead by juniors, sophomores
and freshman."
Part of the senior experience
is on the bench nursing injuries
at the moment. Offensive linemen Ion Mazur and Dennis

Wendle are both nursing knee
injuries at the moment. Meyer
said that while he is seeing the
effort needed from some seniors
like wide receiver Robert Redd
and running back Joe Alls, he
would like to see his seniors step
up more and lead the team.
"Do we have good kids? Yes,"
Meyer said. "But is the same
hunger there as last year? No.
Are they satisfied? No."
While Meyer shared a large
portion of news about team
improvement, he was satisfied
with some individual performances, including the emergence of Hewitt and comerback

fanssen Patton.
"Janssen Patton is just an allaround great player," Meyer
said. "He is one of the best players in the MAC. He shows up
everyday and outworks others."
The Spring Game will give the
opportunity for players like
Redd and Alls to demonstrate
this to their team and the fans in
attendance. While most collegiate football spring games face
the first team versus the second,
Meyer is going to continue his
format from last year, splitting
his team apart to make the best
players on .the offensive and
defensive side of the ball go

against each other.
"Other schools put their first
team against their second and
the score ends up being something like 76-12," Meyer sa^
"We want to see what our guys
can do against our best."
The Spring Game will begin at,
1 p.m. at Doyt Perry Stadium.
Fans who attend will can pick
up posters, schedule card* and;
can purchase or renew season
ticket orders for next season.
Those who order or rene
season ticket*, this week I
gible to win a trip for j
either Kansa* or South ,.
with the FaJMlRS next yean?
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uestion
nswer
IN THE HOT SEAT:

ROBERT REDD
JOE ALLS
How could I go wrong double
teaming two roommates who are
known for being very silty? These
boys have confidence like Deion
Sanders and am ready to take on
anyone or anything to get to the
top. Joe Mis and Robert Redd are
two of the stars of next year's football team. They come from different backgrounds, but they liave
been connected at the hip ever
since they met. They even have
nicknames for each other, Swan
andSwanson.
These boys are ready to rumble
for the spring game tomorrow, so I
got them on a good day. And since
this was a racy interview, I had to
have the attire to match, a short
miniskirt that could get them distracted enough to tell me all
details of what's really going on!
Norman: What has changed
since Urban (Meyer) has come to
BG?
Alls: A lot of things have
changed. We have better facilities,
we have better uniforms and we
get more respect.
Redd: All and all. when he
came we were a Division 1 team,
; but it didn't feel like it. When he
i came, he brought something to
this program and ran it like it was
the Division 1 program. He makes
us feel like we are like any other
major Division I team.
Norman: Redd, (BG News
Sports Editor) Nick Hurm lived
next door to you last year and told
| me you don't sleep at all. If you're
not sleeping, what are you doing?
',- Redd: I am always doing something constructive to contribute
, to the cause.
Norman: So you both have
smooth moves- — what's your
favorite?
Redd: I'd have to say the stick
! and release.
Alls: My favorite move is the

stick and burst, cause I got that
burst for real!
Norman: What are your nickname; for each other?
Alls: Swan and Swanson, it
came off some funny stuff one
day.
Redd: But it's spelled like Swan.
Norman: Joe, what's your
favorite pickup line?
Alls: What up though!
Norman: Who is the messiest?
Alls: Redd is so sloppy, I wanna
fight this kid sometimes.
Redd: I sometimes make a
mess, I guess.
Norman: Redd, what made
you come back to BG?
Redd: Diesha. (A curry, blondehaired, blue-eyed cheerleading
bombshell who ironically happens to be Erin Norman's roommate.)
Norman: How do you boys
keep your body so nice?
Alls: We do something footballwise every day. Other activities
are a great workout as well.
Norman: Redd, you have better hair than most girls on campus; what's your secret?
Redd: I got in from my
momma I just take good care of
my hair, like I take care of everything else.
Norman: What's one of your
goals for the spring game?
Alls and Redd: To get loose. To
go at it!
Norman: Who has the best
overall package on the team?
Redd: Swan and I meet each
other halfway.
Norman: What tattoos do you
have?
Alls: I have two, one with my
name and tribal art, and the other
is tribal art around my arm.
Swan's; scared, he doesn't have
any.
Norman: Who knows you

BRAND NEW HOUSES
AVAILABLE FALL 2002
PurrwoQcj Subdivision

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1-2 car garages w/ automatic
openers
•Microwaves, garbage disposals,
dishwashers
• washer & dryer in every home
• walk in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/
shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)
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THE MILLION DOLLAR POSE: Erin Norman does the Heisman strut for Falcon football players Joe Alls (left) and Robert Redd. Redd and
Alls hope to turn Norman's "tutelage" into success on the field for the Falcons In 2002.
guys best?
Alls: Each other, for sure.
Redd: That's my ace!
Norman: Why No. 1 and No.
22?
Redd: All my uncles wore No.
1, and in high school I wore it 1
think it's a lot more than a number; it signifies something. 1 like
to be No. 1 in every endeavor on
and off the field!
Alls: My number in high
school was No. 28, and 1 asked for
No. 28 and when I got here and
got to my locker — there was a

No. 22 in there. 1 was kind of
upset at first, Khary got it. But
that's OK because I've repped out
my number now.
Norman: Who is the biggest
pimp on the football team?
Alls: I don't know, maybe (quarterback Andy) Sal mi.
Norman: What's a typical saying of Urban?
Alls: It's not OK. It is your fault.
Norman: What do you listen
to before a game?
Alls: I listen to Cash Money!

Rentals
Under tfje
Sun 1372 6. Voostcr St.:
Tljree bedroom. 2 bath, unfurnished house.
Close to campus.
£at it) kikben. double living room.
washer/dryer, and disfjwasljer.
Resident pays ad utilities

Redd: I listen to Mystikal; he but these boys are going to be
gets me hyped! Some of that R. walking tlie walk for the Falcons
very soon.
Kelly, too.
Although I won't be here to
Norman: What really goes on
watch in person, I would perin the locker room?
Alls: Funny stuff. It's comedy, suade all students to watch these
a lot of locker room talk (no more Falcons next year. Urban has
turned these boys into men, and
info than that).
Well, that's all the information I they're going to try to better their 8could pump out of these boys, but 3 season. He wants more and so do
you can go clieck out if they can I. And as for Alls and Redd they
keep their word of "getting loose" say they will be getting loose next
this weekend at thespringfootball year. So I say prove it
game. They definitely talk the talk.

SUMMERentals
We have Rooms in a Rooming House,
One Bedroom Apartments and Efficiencies
that are furnished/unfurnished
available for summer only.
Prices at $600.00 to $700.00
for the WHOLE SUMMER!
Deposits $200.00
.mux NI.UI.OYI:
REAL ESTATK INC. Rl Ml U. OFFICE
31!) I.. Wooslcr sinri ( UroXs Inim Tact) Bell)
41')-S".-I J_'(,<)

MO MOR£ THAN THR££ (5)
UNK£LAt£PP£OPL£.
$ I30O.00 per roootb for a 9 rnontj) lease.
SHOWN BY APPO!NTM£NT ONLY!!

NKWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
352-5620
www. newloverentals.com
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GREENBRIAR

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
•A/C, garbage disposals k parking
close to downtown
Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm

445 E WoostwSt.
Bowling Greav Ot 143402
4VW52-0717

*
CMINiUAJt, IMC.
*ww.*rcnel.org/-gbnmu]

$5.00 OFF
A 6 Foot Party Sub
828 S. Main
354-2608

524 E. Wooster
352-8500
Woodland Mall
Expires: 5/30/02
352-7279
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Softball splits in Muncie

Mother Nature,
Irish beat Falcons
ByErftCasano
'HI IG NEWS

"Chess match" has become a
cliche' for describing a low-scoring baseball game. Bui for
Bowling Green's 3-2 rain-shortened loss at Notre Dame
Wednesday, the term was a good
analogy.
The game was slowly pieced
together, move by move, around
two rain delays before being
called with one out in the top of
the seventh.
"(The rainout) was disappointing" BG coach Danny Schmitz
said. "It was a hell of a college
baseball game. Both teams
played excellently."
The Falcons broke through initially with a run in the top of the
first. After David Barkholz and
Tim Newell got on base to start
the game, Corey Loomis doubled, driving in Barkholz. BG.
however, missed its best chance
for a big inning when Kelly Hunt,
Nick Elrod and Len Elias went
down in order afterward, stranding two runners in scoring position.
"Our big chance was in the
first," Schmitz said. "They got out
of a big jam. It's unfortunate."
BG freshman pitcher Tom
Oestrike went three strong
innings in his second collegiate
stan, giving up one run on three
hits. The run came on an RBI

Coming Monday: Review of
BG's weekend at Fifth Third, plus
a feature on centerfielder David
Barkholz.
groundout by Notre Dame's
Brian Stavisky in the bottom of
the third to tie the score 1-1.
"I got ahead of a few hitters,"
Oestrike said. "I just wanted to
throw strikes and let the defense
do the work, let the bats come
alive."
The Irish used a groundout to
manufacture another run in the
fourth inning when )avy Sanchez
drove in Steve Sollmann with a
grounder to short to make it 2-1.
Winning pitcher Ryan Kalita (2-0)
held the lead for Notre Dame
until the sixth inning when Hunt
hit his 13th homer of the year
over the center Geld wall to tie the
game 2-2.
The lead didn't stand for long.
In the bottom half of the inning,
reliever Matt Hundley gave up
the deciding run on a homer by
the Irish's Kris Billmaier. Hundley
(1-3) was tagged with the loss.
The start of the game was
delayed an hour by a thundershower, pushing the start back to
7 p.m. Central Time. When
another storm brought horizontal rain and a sharp drop in temperature at about 10 p.m., the
game was called. With five
innings in the books, the game
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was considered complete. BG fell
to 17-17 overall, Notre Dame
improved to 29-12.
"This was definitely a game we
wanted to finish," Schmitz said.
"Unfortunately, Mother Nature
has the final say."

Toledo
The Falcons, currently in second place in the MAC East, face
the rival Rockets in a home-andhome four-game series starting
today. BG will host today's 3 p.m.
and Sunday's 1 p.m. games at
Steller Field. Toledo will host
tomorrow's 1 p.m. doubleheader
at Fifth Third Field.
Toledo enters the series in the
cellar of the MAC West with a 4-8
conference record, but it might as
well be a first-place team to the
Falcons, who are making a second-half run at division-leading
Kent. BG (8-5 MAC) is one and a
half games back and can't afford
to discriminate on the basis of
standing place. That doesn't
mean the players are losing any
sleep, though.
"We feel really good (heading
into this weekend)," Oestrike
said. "We're confident and we're
looking to make a move."
Tomorrow's appearance at
Fifth Third Field is a treat for BG
players, a chance to play in a professional park.

There are games that get
away, and then there are those
that are given away. The BG softball team learned firsthand in
Wednesday's doubleheader,
dropping the first game 6-2 and
winning the second 9-1.
"1 look up at the scoreboard,
and both teams are tied heading
into the sixth innirlg and each
with nine hits. Then BSU started
putting their hits together, and
we just couldn't get our hits to
come consistently," coach Leigh
Ross-Shaw said. "Ball State is a
good team, but I just felt like we
let that first game slip away."
Never one to underestimate
the Falcons' opposition, RossShaw may have been correct in
her analysis. BG gained the early
momentum in the secondinning when sophomore Jenifer
Kemahan crossed the plate,
making the score 1-0.
Kemahan's run came on one
of the Cardinals' nine errors in
the game, but the Falcons were
unable to capitalize on BSU's
mistakes, taking the one run
lead to the fourth. Ball State's Ali
Orel led off the inning with a
triple and was singled home by
Carrie Lively to tie the game.
The Falcons regained the
lead in the fifth inning when
Maria Murphy, who was pinchrunning for Libby Voshell after
she led off the inning with a
triple, scored on the Cardinals
misplay at the plate. BSU drew
even once again in the bottom
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2 bacon or 2 sausages,
' 2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
colfee
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AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003

EVERY THURSDAY/;

722 EIGHTH - 3 BR. A-frame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$550.00 per month payable in 11 monthly installments of
$590.00. Tenants pay utilities.
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Management Inc.

Brand New
Hillsdale

12 Man. I.i-ase HMM
OK for group of fowl
PRIME LOCATION - H|)RKV THESE WILL NOT LASTING!!!
1024 E. Woosler: Rec Room Avail
AOer 8/1*02 - ACROSS FROM
KOHL HALL - Hug.- 2br. clean,
par! turn. Apl. Lg L/R, plenty storage space, private off fl. parking. &
laundry facility
EREE GAS, WATER & SBWER
9 Mon. Lease $6S0.0»
12 Mon. Lean; $550.0*

NRWIVVE
Rentals

20% off Dine-in only
Good till 6/19/02

■15*10

9 Mon. Lease $7*54*

Vroro 6:309m -Tl sm
2 eggs.

vegan Products 'Organic Produce & Bulk
Food 'Special Diets 'Envlro-Frlendlv
Cleaning Products & Cosmetics
)

wnwt
M'.taAi: ■II1Lu

Special

$2.50

175 N. Main St., Bowling Green

SNACKS

M0 K. Woosler - Avail after 5/24/02
ACROSS FROM KOHL HAM
2 lg bdrm. clean, turn apt, private oft
street parking & laundry fac.
FREE GAS, WATER, & SEWER

only

Vegetarian Cafe &
Health Food Store

c

Cltrh Schoolar BG News

HIT AND RUN: A BG softball
player readies herself for a
pitch. BG split with Miami
Wednesday.
of the fifth after Katie Shea hit an
RBI double to score Janice
Campbell.
The Cardinals broke the
game open in the sixth, scoring
four times and taking the 6-2
victory but not the Falcons'
hopes of splitting the doubleheader.
"The team was really disappointed with the loss in the first
contest," Ross-Shaw said. "We
just went out in the second
game and played like we were
capable of playing"
So complete was the Falcons'

dominance over the Cardinals-!
during the nightcap that it left,'
no room for comparison with •
the opening game. Ignited by!
senior Natalie Phillips' 3 dou- ;
bles and 4-9 performance, j
along with Crystal Wibon's 3-9 '.
day, the Falcons recorded 11 hits ;
en route to a convincing 9-1 vie- •■
tory.
"We never let them get into a
rhythm; we went but there and •
controlled the entire game,".'
Ross-Shaw said. "I dont think';
they were overly confident with •
the game one victory. We just |
played the type of game we're}
capable of."
BG's third win in four games
gives the Falcons a 32-27 edge in »
the overall series and gave ;
senior Andrea Center her first •
conference win, improving her.
record to 3-2 on the season.
'
Wilson, who put together one ;
of he; best games of the season, .
felt that the play of the team in |
both games was indicative of'
the team's improvement and !
shows everyone's confidence, as [
well as her own.
"We feel pretty confident •
with the way we have been play- i
ing lately, and our win in the
final game really gives us some
confidence heading into our j
weekend series," Phillips said. "I |
was seeing the ball pretty well
and the hits began comfng, but I
also had three strikeouts. So I
know 1 have to continue to
improve."

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003
719 ELM - 3 BR, garage, central air. $900 per month.
Deposit $900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for
lawn mowing.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)

Now Signing Leases for
2002-2003 Listing
2 Bedroom
Apartments

Efficiency &
1 Bedroom
Apartments

Coming for August 16 MOVE IN

Come celelnate Wlotkets 2>uy on Wau U. ilXU Ham2pm at the -LrnhtM (jUind Valhoom-in tne Oowen
Thompson ytiulent Union.

Mother's
f)ag
Buffet Menu:
Slow Routed Prime Rib au jut
Pork Loin
Routed Turkey Breast
Dressing

Whipped Potatoes
Beet Gravy
Chicken Gravy
AuGratin Potatoes
Herbed Tomato Linguni
Fresh Green Ban Medley
An Array of Salads
Assorted Gourmet Desserts
Beverages

price
Adult.-$13.95 plus tax
Children Ages 3-10 years old - $6.95 plus tax
Children under the age of 3 years - Free
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $12.95
BGSU Students ■ $12.95 with student ID
(Cash, charge, and meal plant iKcepted)

1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts.
A/C, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal,
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Starting at $680/mo. + utilities

HeinzMle Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal. Starts at
S710/monlh + utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starrs at
S6807 month * utilities
Parkview Apartments 1048 N. Main
Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal
Starts at S50D/month * electric
Green Beaver Apartments 642 & College
Starts at S430/ monlh + uhlhes, can have a pet

Heinzsile ApartmcnlS 710 N. Enterprise

A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
SI 111,'month * utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$390/ month + uulibi-.
Willow House Apartments 830 Fourth Street
A/C, Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal,
Starts at MOO/monrh * electric and gas

Evergreen Apartments 215 E. Poe
Efhbenaes and large 1 bdrms, Large living area,
ornate laundry. Starts at S250/montn

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 419-353-5800 • http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

Itesprvations
Reservations Required
Please Call: University Catering at 372-6951
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Free carnation* for all mothers
Parkiaf n available in Lot fc
(by Smokestacks). Lot A (by Centrexl. Lot F

(behind Soronty houses, pav parking
wrth 15 minute grace period for guefl drop offl
Lot 17. and Lots 7 A 8 (between Merry and
Reed St olT Thuntin Ave)
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THink YoU ArE
In your cellar there are three
light switches in the OFF position.Each switch controls 1 ot 3
light bulbs on floor above. You
may move any ot the switches
but you may only go upstairs to
inspect the bulbs one time.
How can you determine the
switch for each bulb with one
inspection??
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Personals

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

$250 a night potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 626.
Elder Beerman
Clinique make-up
Brand names, great sales!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call to-'
day! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit.
www camouslundraiser.com.

Maurices
Need a quick, fun outfit?
Find all your fashions at
great prices!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Approximately 2-4 graduation
tickets Will pay.
354-6595. Brandon

Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250
per day No exp. necessary.
Call (866)291-1884 ext 423.

Subleasers needed. 2 bdmv. 1 bath,
May-Aug. Call 354-7850 for more info. 850 Scott Hamilton »3.

Great opportunity in BG Experienced picture framer. expert in using
saw, mat & glass cutter Send resume S ref to 156 N. Main St BG

Wanted
Cheerleading Coach for local middle
school. Needed for 02/03 school
year and 7/8 Volleyball Coach for
the 02/03 season. Contact AD ©
Eastwood Middle School 287-3218.

Wanted

Graduation Tickets Wanted!!
Will pay S
Coniacl Amy at 419-355-9729.
Needed: extra graduation tickets.
1 pm ceremony.
Mike 419-353-1983

THE ARK REGGAE BAND
http://thearkband.com
rtamQbghost.net
419-352-7143
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Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Leam a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out & Sandersonstables.com

APPLY NOWI
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus, Assistant
News Editor-City, Assistant Arts 8.
Life Editor-Lifestyles, Assistant Arts
& Life Editor-Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design, Assistant Copy Chiel

Subleasers wanted. 2 bdrm
house, plenty of space. Only
$1500 for May-Aug. 140 1/2
Manville. Call 354-0278.
Summer subleaser needed.1 or 2
people in a house. $285 + utilities
Call Scott or Mike 353-1570.
ASAP. Large 4 bedroom house off
South College, 2 full baths and new
kitchen. Contact Carly at 354-7910.
Up to 3 sublessors needed 114 S
Main, Apt. 13 w/ window, above
Wizard Graphics. June 14-Aug 22.
$0 down. $385/mo. 352-6918.

I

Love.
- "feppcrd. Monkey andStalkcr

NEWLPVE
Rentals
Housing Guide

View our Listings at
332 South Main Street.
Call: 352-5620
Fax: 352-1166
or
Visit Our Website at
nCMriovrrearty.com I

SINGLE-CLICK \

%« ON
"RENTALS"

352.7365

Week Days between 10-4
354.3182
After Hours and weekends

148 S Main
352-5042
(between 8en FianWin & Ace Hardware)

" Where tit do shipping c£ a
whole (ot more."

• UPS & FedEx
Authorized Shipping
• Packaging Supplies
• Computer Upgrade
& Repair
• Packing Peanut
Recycling
• Instructional Packets

2fSt
NASTY!

Carty Studio Apartments
-Ideal for the serious student
or grad student
-Fully Furnished
-High speed internet
access available
-$395.00 one person
$495.00 two people
- All utitihtes included
-Long & short term leases
available
-25in TV included with
75 channels and HBO
(additional $20 monthly fee)
-Near campus

1
A TO Z DATA

NEW19VE

Move with
FedEx
10% Discount off
FedEx shipping w/ ad

ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus. Assistant
News Editor-City. Assistant Arts &
Life Editor-Lifestyles, Assistant Arts
& Life Editor-Entertainment. Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor. Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design, Assistant Copy Chief

MONTESSORI
Extended Care Worker to work M-F.
7:20-8:35 a.m.
Extended Care Worker to Worti M-F,
3:00- 5:45 p.m.
Lunch Assistant to work M-F,
11:30a.m.- 1:00p.m.
These positions are for the 2002-03
academic year. Exp. w/ children
necessary. Send resume and 3 ref.
letters to Montesson School of BG,
630 S. Maple. Bowling Green, Oh
43402 by May 2. we will be
interviewing the week of May 6.

SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED

GENERAL STAFF: News reporters,
Features writers, Arts & Life reporters, Sports reporters, Columnists,
Photographers, Designers, Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor, News
Editor, Arts & Life Editor. Features
Editor. Opinion Editor, Sports Editor.
Presentation Editor. Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor

Health & Fitness
We are seeking an enthusiastic, outgoing individual who has good communication skills and a take charge
attitude. Full & part time positions
Front desk, trainers, aerobics
Apply in person at:
The St James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH

353-5100

EDITORS: Managing Editor, News
Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor.
Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Pubtic Relations Editor

APPLY NOW!

Full time sitter needed in my BG
home. Must be athletic and love outdoor activities, and have own transportation. Call 352-4286 after 7p.m.

Subleasers needed May to Aug.
4bdrm house 2 baths $880 per mo.
Call 354-7279. 353-1647, 353-1499.

HAPPY

New
Must See!

Babysitter for 3rd shift, 1 child, from
11pm to 7am to stay in my home.
References required. 353-3311

$325-345/month

For more Information, contact
Robert Bortel, BG News adviser
atrbortel0bgnet.bgsu.edu

For more Information, contact
Robert Bortel, BG News adviser
at rbortel@bgnel.bgsu.edu

"Miscellaneous summer help
around apartments & houses
Call 353-0325

Available May 1 or Aug.
Own bedroom w/individual lease
W/D, microwave, Resort-style
pool & Jacuzzi, 24 hour computer
lab. 24 hr litness center,
24 hr. billiards room.
Furnished or unfurnished

The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3

Classified
Ads
372-6977

The BG News Is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3

$250 a day potential.
Bartending Training provided
1 -800-283-3985 ext 541.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Work for the NEWS

Work for the NEWS

Help Wanted

Fall subleases F . S249 & util. Own
bedrm, bathroom, dose campus
Call Ashley 0352-9815.

GENERAL STAFF: News reporters,
Features writers, Arts & Life reporters, Sports reporters. Columnists.
Photographers. Designers, Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

Cla-Zcl Theatre
Downtown B.G.'353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

AMEUE

Gcssfordftr*

FRI 5:00 10:00

FRI SAT 7:15

|5AT 5:00 SUN 6:00

SUN 8:15

LORD OF
m-E RINGS

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

P0-I3
SAT noon only
The mrJopcocWil Film & ThBrtre Corp.
RMMftl

Summe,
Storage!

''Should Morning Come"

Summer Storage
for your stuff.

Contact PAK MAIL for more info.
ohiopakmail@aol.com
419-872-5671

"Last 5last"
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HIU Anderson
Paula Apostolou
BecL.i Bel!
St.icev Benschnter
Amher Better
lennell Bigri^
He.Uher Sober
Tiffany Bober
Beth.inv Border
Jenn Burlev
Megan Butts
Beth.inv Close
C C. Clemens
Kvle C lemens
I.IIUU l)it>nan
Menh.in Dooucli
Tin.i F.inello
Amanda Grimshaw
Kristin Haas
Rachel Hall
Danielle Harkins
Holly Harris
Stacy Herald
Saran Johnson
Ashlie Justice
Lana Kinj;
Ann-Marie Koraen
Kaite Lawrence
Amber Marquardt
Slacev McAulev
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Keith Laughlin
lared Stefango
Nate Brockmeyer
Michael Culbertson
Kvle Meecc
Matt Prochaska
Ryan Malone
Blake Bricelv
Cordon Cibb
Brent Carney
Fran Keating
Benji Schwartz
\Xt\v Tillon
Bcibbv Latins
Brian Kester
Brent Fiiskv
K\an Hughes
Mick Forney
Peter Worth
Curtis Hawse
Jason Cross
Rob McDorullI
Mike Guchiani
losh Herman
Scott Blanchard
Miitt Barhoum
Chris Kernahan
Ron Jeremy
Mike Rostnsky
Bobbv Schwartz
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Julia McCann
Jean Messner
Holly Mittelmeier
Courtnev Mrosek
Erin Nigh
fcnn Nieces
Susie Norris
Lauren O'Donnell
Marissa Parrott
Laura Pete
Julia Peshke
Alicia Pignataro
Leslie Peitsmeyer
Leeann Prior
Alani Ramos
Jennifer Reebel
Lindsay Reichcrt
Chnsti Rolen
Jaime Sague
Sara Schwinnen
Patty Shadovitz
Sara Shindel
Katie Simonovich
Carrie Smith
Erin Stevens
Tara Stevens
Katie Strange
Nici Tomei
Alicia Ward
Nicolle Young

IV

Summer Work
Available
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
S368-$1500/week

We PICK UP your items,
STORE them oVer the summer,
DELIVER them in the fall!
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<
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Call (419)539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

Bowling Green, Ohio 4340?

L_

VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer
position. Provide transportation to
and from social service agency.
Must be between the ages 21 and
65, posses a valid Ohio drivers
license and an excellent driving
record. Salary $7.69 per hour Submit cover letter and resume tojd
risQcrc.wcnet.org or Children's Resource Center, PO Box 738.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Now accepting applications for
FALL staff positions at a local child
care center. 352-2506

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

We Can Also Ship Your Items Home.

*:».> Soulh Main Street,

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

Summer Child Care Needed in our
Perrysburg home for 3 yr old plus
infant 2-3 days per wk , 4 hrs. each
day Earty childhood edu. or related
major preferred. Call Ann Marie ©
419-874-0878
Summer day camp located north of
Cincinnati now hiring counselors. All
necessary training provided. Great
hours, excellent pay & a lun summer
experience. Call Amanda at 513772-5888 6x1.204.
SUMMER LEARN-TO-SW1M
INSTRUCTORS WANTED .
Student Recreation Center
Call 2-7482 lor more information
Summer money Have lun in the sun
S earn between $3000-$5000 hiring
housepainters/foremen. Call (888)
277-9787 or ootlegepro.com.
SUMMER WORK, gas dock and
carryout. Flexible scheduling,
nights, weekends and holidays.
20-40 hours per week. Pier 75
Marina 299 Edwin Drive, Toledo

Tim Cornhoff.
Derek Overcashier
Brad Pitt
Nic Hughart
Beau Hollev
Todd Silverstem
Joshua Zueller
Mike Romanello
Brad WeingusI
Josh Williams
Craig Burrow
Jim Roark
Micheal Bravado
lonas Edgar
Peter Gibbons
Zach South
Mike Kolozsr
Mike Foran
Ryan Stayanchi
Mike Mazurek
Steve Austin
Rob Burnett
Jason Kuhn
Rvan Digeatano
Tom Morrow
Marty Kauffman
Tyler Sprockhoff
Sean Allen
Josh Stahl
Mark Wires
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- At Thurstln. One Bedroom 1 Bath. Furnished or
Unfurnished School Year - T\*o Person Rale - $540 00
One Year - Two Person Rale $450 00
5?I F. MERRY- Close to OffcnhMwr. Furnished one bath.
School Year ■ Two Person Rale • $685.00
One Yeai T\vo Person Rate - $57000
451 THURSTIN Across from Offenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with lull bath
School Year- One Person Rate $380.00.
One Year One Person Rale- $340.00
505 CI.OUCH Campus Minor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanily School Year - Two Pervin Rate - $650.00
One Year 1Wo Person Rate $560 00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfum
School Year - One Person Rale • $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished
School Year -'One Person Rale $420.00
One Year One Person Rale - $365 00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year - Furnished One Person ■ $395 00
One Year - Furnished One Person ■ $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Balh. Finn, or Unturn.
School Year Furnished • TWo Person - $590.00
One Year • Furnished - T\*o Person - $475.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished I Bath.
School Year ■ One Person Rale - $450 00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 00
7i)U (HLR.ni IVra KfttrtK.ni PumUhcd, i BMh Phis V«nUj In BR
School Year - Two Person Rate $620.00
One Year Two Perym Rale $520 00
835 FOURTH
Two Bedrooms Furnished I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $580 00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $480.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Balh. Vanity In Hall
School Year-Fumlsheil - Two Person Rale - $560.00
One Year-Furnished ■ IVwi Person Rate • $470.00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom. Dishwasher, 1 .Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $51000
8-10 850 SIXTH Rr-.klnlRfM.uior
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baihs. Dishwashers
School Year - Furnished • Two Person Rale $640 00
One Year ■ Furnished Two Person Rale $53000
841 KIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year Two Person Rale- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate-$470.00
724 S. Colleee Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished,
I 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers School Year Two Person Rale $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rale $530 00
We have many other units available Stop In the Rrni.il
Office for a complete brochure.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260

For Your Convenience We Are Located
At 319 E. Wooster Street,

10 Friday. April 26.2002
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

BG PeeWee League Summer Youth
Baseball Program (ages 9-18)
needs umpires Season lasts MayAug For more info, contact Scott Simile: skiperadeayahcocom. Subject line should read umpire" or call
Tim Dunn @ 353-2918.

"Apts. aval.. 1 & 2 bdrm. Rooms
$210 mo. indud. util. Quiet area for
collegiate study, new carpet, indiv.
lease offered Located 300 block E.
Merry Rant Reduced . listing loc
24-7 e 316 E. Merry #3, 419-3530325, 10am-7pm. Summer rentals
avail. Dec leases avail.

•"3 or 4 bdrm houses avail, next to
campus. 25% ♦ discount in rent. December leases available New kitchen, carpet, and drywall over summer. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
AISO HIRING FOR SUMMER
SEMESTER
Part Time
Less than one block trom Campus
$6/HR STARTING PAY
3 shins available:
A Shift: 7:00a m -10:00a m.
B Shift: 10:00a m - 1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00pm - 4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802 or 354-8703

For Sale

1989 Chevy Cavalier Station wagon
Low mileage Must sell ASAPI Call
Marina 353-9545 Urgent!!

606 1/2 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm upper
duplex. Across st from campus.
Ideal for 2-4 people. $700/mo.
419-868-1587.

1,243 Bedroom Apartments
9& 12 month leases
352-7454

606 E Wooster. 2 bdrm lower duplex. Across St. from campus Lg
living & bdrm S850/mo
419-868-1587.

2 bdrm furn. or unfurnished apts.
724 6th St. 705 7th St $460/mo - 1
yr. lease. $525/mo - school yr.
lease. Call 354-0914
2 bedroom apartment.
$415

1994 Saturn sports coupe CS2. Auto., leather, moon rool, CD & cruise.
Asking $5100. 419-494-8299

419-352-5308

84 4 wheel drive GMC Suburban
$3000
Call 372-8224 if interested.

2 bedroom duplex
w/ off street parking.
309 N. Church St.
$550 plus utilities

'89 Honda 6-cyl Goldwing, 37K
(99% hwy) mi.. CB. hitch, one owner. 419-352-5343.
'93 Honda Del Sol. Blue,
perfect condition Musi sell.
$6000 352-5255
'95 Cavalier, power sunroof, CD,
new body style, white, excellent
condition 353-4240 - Jenn
'97 Ford Mustang, green. $10,000
OBO, approx 59,000 mi. 10
disc CD changer 373-0465.
'97 Mercury Sable 4 dr. sedan New
brakes, ps. locks, windows. Low
miles. Great cond. Asking $8100

419-457-6758.

3 bedroom house
. Campus area. Available May 1st.
Call 419-352-8872.

1 bedcom apartment across from
campus. $350 + utilities. Available
August. 1 year lease. 419-787-7577

12 mo leases starting 5/18/02
605 5th-C, 2 bdrm.. $390 plus util.
322 E. Court -1 Br-$400. incl all uH.
402 1/2 E. Court-Effic.-$330.+util
415 E. Court OC-2 Br-$460.*util
426 1/2 S. Summit-Effic.-$265.+elec
12 mo. leases starting 8/20/02
415 E. Court »A-1 Br-$340.+util.
424 S. Summit-1 1/2 Br-$440.+utH.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710.

Call 419-373-0661
222 S College. Lg. 2 bdrm house
1 block from campus. Free heat and
water Perfect for 3-4 people.
$725/mo. 419-868-1587.
230 S College. Lg. 2 bdrm house
w/yard. One block from campus
W/D hookup. Perfect for 3-4 people.
$725/mo 419-868-1587.
234 S. College. 2 bdrm house. Lg.
living rm. and yard. One block from
campus. Ideal for 2-4 people
$650/mo 419-868-1587.

Couch w/ queen size pull out bed
Light brown/Ian color Soft-like
velvet. Great condition. $120.
353-5551 ask lor Katie.

3 bedroom duplex
w/ off street parking
311 N. Church St.
$750 plus utilities

Moving Sale
Couch, bed, 2 dressers

353-2198

Call 419-373-0661

Nice oak table with extension & 4
oak chairs $100 OBO Call Dave
353-0882

Delta Chi.
Congratulations on your installation

818 & 822 Second St 2 BR apts,
balcony/patio, AC, laundry $500.00
f gas & elec., 12 mo. lease.starting
8/18/02 Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419- 308- 2710.
Avail Aug 15. 2 bdrm apt. furnished
3 blks. from univ. $400 mo. plus util.
419-686-4651
FALL SUBLEASER Guy or girl Own
room, parking, turn w/all util. paid.
Call Corey 419-353-4175 ASAP.
Female roommates needed forSummer-Fall 02-03. Troup Street
very close to campus. S250/mo.
In summer. S300/mo. In fall.
Call 419-494-3291 ASAP!
Furn. room w/ restroom. freedom of
house. Must be clean, neat A resp.
$300 mo./$300 dep. 354-6117.
Great 3 bdrm. house for young couple in small town 10 min. from campus. Call 823-1047 or 308-3003
K i K PROPERTIES
Available In May
403 S. Grove SI. -1 bedrm
305 S. Main St. - 3 bedrm
335 W. Merry Ave - 2 bedrm
625 N. Main St - 5 bedrm
630 Elm St - 5 bedrm
Available In August
405 S. Grove St - 2 bedrm
521 PikeSt-2S 1 bedrm
801 N. Main SI - 5 bedrm
829 Filth SI - 2 bedrm
Call or stop lor a complete list
419-353-APTS(2787)
1135 N. Main St., BG
2002-03. 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. 800 Third St. Free heat, water. ♦ sewer. 1 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 lor more into.
New 2 bdrm units avail, now or (all
rental. Located across Irom 8GSU
on Merry St lor 12 mo/unlum. $550.
furnished $625. 9 mo/unfurn $650,
furnished $725. for more information
Call 419-352-5111.
PRICES REDUCEDI
534 A S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 11/2
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25. $800'mo
534 B. S. College- 3 BR Duplex. 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail. May 25. $800
316 Ridge Front- Lg 2 BR Duplex
Avail May 30 $650/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex Avail.
May 17. $345/mo.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises. Ltd.
At (419) 354-4426 or
(419) 352-2330 or (419) 354-2854
SUBLEASER NEEDED lor 1 bed.
of a 3 bed., 2 full bath house. Half
block from campus. May-Aug.
Call Jerrod 419-494-7834.

and chartering/
Love. Delta Zeta

^

SERVERS

BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!
Now accepting for summer employment at
Landerhaven and for several exciting events.

Top Competitive Wages
Looking for motivated, energentic, friendly people.
Call Sam at 1-800-636-8771 for more details.

3$

Hurry!

4pm- 7pm

-SAFE

104 S. Main

•

353 0988

HtmeCHukii

SUMMER HELP
Hmng Students Part- Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAYH
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 -$10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Usl
1800 933 1575
1-800-894-O529
1-800-674-0880
1 -800-288-4040
1-800-894-0529

DaylocVSprmgleld
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

ACROSS
1 Special sense (abbr.)
4 Reason
9 Period
12 Roman household deity
13 Speak pompously
14 Night before
15 Red
17 Motto
19 Fork prongs
21 Black road substance
22 California fog
24 Free
26 Exam
29 Singing voice
31 Hog
33 Aural
34 Near
35 Carpet
37 Beaver construction
39 Tantalum symbol
40 Pop top

42 Grab
44 Hard
46 Hit open-handed
48 Chewing substance
50 Native of Denmark
51
Angeles
53 MA and OR town
55 Holland ftowers
58 Erase
61 North America (abbr)
62 Map
64 Negative word
65 Cot
66 Paper measurements
67 Golf implement

ANSWERS

VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS

•IZO'S

/SSfrTr,PISRN€LLO'S

4Piec«CNc*«n

203 N. Main "KHJJ
352-5166
S5.00 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4 P.M.

•

For Rent

Top of house. 1 bedroom, bath
and kitchen. $365/mo. + utilities
Downtown 353-4861
We still have a few one and two
bdrm. apts. for spring and fall
Winthrop and Summit Terrace Apts.
352-9135
Subleaser needed for Fall 02 - May
03. 1 bdrm., Irg. kitch.. Irg bdrm &
living rm. 610 N Main. 353-3467

Lunch Fri. -Sat. -Sun.

ra>B r<t>B r<PB

$5.50

-Ask about our other delivery specials

PUB

m>B r*B r*B r<t>B

To the brothers of Delta Tau Delta:
I would like to thank you for demonstrating your
artistic ability on my face Tuesday mornlny. After
bclny "kidnapped** along with some of my other
sisters Monday night you have motivated me along
with a selected few of my sorority sisters to show
our gratitude. Although we hod a good laugh, turn
around Is fair play. So be careful what you cat. be
careful what you drink, but most Importantly be
careful when you sleep. Sec you tonight.
Love Your Greek Week Partners.
S| Gamma Phi Beta

ntB ra>B r<t>B

V<PB TOB
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Wort
**"»IEWS
The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are available in
204 West Hall. Deadline: Friday May 3

• Well Maintained & Spacious
• Cunvicnt Laundry Facilities

Great Job Opportunities !!

Lexington. KY
Lima/Bucyrus
CievettnaVAshiand
Canton/Erie
Cincmnat*Kenlucky
ManstieH/Ashland

E==IE=i==IEE=

For more information,
contact April Elliott. BG News editor at
aprille@bgnet.bgsu.edu

6111 Landerhaven Drive
Cleveland, OH 44124
Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

"IlllIilTL.

1 Santa's helper
2MyGal_
3 Particle
4 Pork cut
5 Command
6 Souther stale (abbr)
7 It is (contraction)
8 Erse
9 Bachelor of Arts
10 Eggs
11 Number
16Severlty
18 Edible seed
20 Stow drink
22 Numerical data (abbr)
23 Iron
41 Narrative poem set to song
25 Completed
43 Public transportation
27 Soft fabric
45 Express grief
28 Sell
47 Hawaiian food
30 Race
49 Feminine title
32 Fuel
52 Ship's mast
36 Joke
54 Not as much
38 Build to scale
55 Vessel for bath
56 Hire
57 Female saint (abbr.)
59 Digit
60 Direction (abbr)
63 Southern state (abbr)

$2.00 Appetizer Buffet

Executive Caterers at
Landerhaven
#

The Daily Crossword Fix

1 -800-283 5511
1 -734-955-9094
1-800-355-2732
1800-545-4423
1 -800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training N£W
Schedule an interview AS.A.P.

www.homecitvice.com

• One * Two Bedrooms
• Ample Parking
•yuirt'

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

Several options to choose from:
jay Mar

The HighlandsThe Homestead-

Additional Site:
* 111 Summit St. House

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 E. Washington
9:00 - 4:00

EDITORS: Managing Editor, News Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor, Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant News Editor - Campus, Assistant News
Editor - City, Assistant Arts & Life Editor - Lifestyles, Assistant Arts &
Life Editor- Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor - Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor - Photo, Assistant Presentation Editor - Design, Assistant Copy
Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters, Features writers, Arts & Life reporters,
Sports reporters, Columnists, Photographers, Designers, Graphic Artists
and Copy editors

